


Articles Forthcoming at December 31, 2014


BOOKS and BOOK CHAPTERS
Published During 2014 and Forthcoming at December 31, 2014


GRANTS - 2014

Enhancing community participation in Canadians with physical disabilities: Development, implementation, and evaluation of a partnered strategy. Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC); Partnership Grant: $2,643,997. Dr. Kathleen Martin, Dr. Sean Tucker, and more than 50 partners are involved.

Laboratory for Behavioural Business Research (LaBBR). Canadian Foundation for Innovation, John R. Evans Leaders Fund; Infrastructure Grant: $417,781. Mishra, S. (project leader); Pitaruu, A. & Zourrig, H. (key participants); Watson, L. (facilitator).


Analysis of the Internet Privacy and Security Policies in Canada and India (2014). Shastri-Indo Canadian Institute (SICI) IRCDG; funding: $10,000. Johnson, E. & Gaudes, A.


Weststar, J. & Campbell, S. (2014, May 24-26). The impact of labour relations representatives on the industrial relations climates of organizations. Presented at the CIRA annual conference. Congress of Humanities and Social Sciences, Brock University, St. Catharines, ON.

Cismaru, M. (2014, June 3-6). One Text or Call Could Wreck it All: The Role of the Extended Parallel Process Model in Guiding Campaigns Against Distracted Driving. Presented at the 43rd European Marketing Academy Conference, Valencia, ES.


Grandy, G. & Sliwa, M. (2014, July 3-5). 'I'm all things to all people so that I can save some': The possibilities of contemplative leadership. Presented at the 30th European Group for Organization Studies Colloquium (Language and Leadership: Discursive Variations in Ways of Leading Sub-theme), Rotterdam, NL.


Stevens, A. & Smith, C. (2014, September 12-14). Gradualism or “death by a thousand cuts”? Labour law reform in Saskatchewan. Presented at the Prairie Political Science Association (PPSA), Banff, AB.


Stevens, A. (2014, May 24-26). Working in the shadows for transparency: LabourWatch, Nanos Research, and the making of Bill C-377. Presented at the Canadian Industrial Relations Association (CIRA), St. Catharine’s, ON.


*Given Best Paper Award in Global and Cross Cultural Marketing track*


*Given Best Paper Award in Retailing and Services Marketing track*

---

**JDC WEST CASES – 2014**

Bonner, B. & Gaudes, A. Physicians and the Electronic Health Record.

Heinrichs, D. Rethinking Artois Auto Body Inc.

Khan, S. JDC Investing.


Moroz, P. & Kayseas, B. Mining for Opportunities in Saskatchewan’s Natural Resource Sector.

Pitariu, A. Mining for Opportunities in Saskatchewan’s Natural Resource Sector.

Peng, G. Yancoal: The Saskatchewan Potash Question.

Rennie, M. & Kasha, K. Western Beer Artisans Ltd. - Accounting

Rennie, M. & Sonder, R. Western Beer Artisans Ltd. - Tax

Zourrig, H. Boosting Pizza Hut’s Digital Ordering and Digit Public Relations.

---

**HILL-IVEY CASES - 2014**


